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ORBITING ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY A-2 SPACE
VEHICLE RESPONSE TO TRANSIENT LOADING
AT ATLAS BOOSTER ENGINE CUTOFF
I. INTRODUCTION
The analyses described herein were undertaken in response to a requestl
made by the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). They have utilized
analysis concepts and computer programs developed by the Applied Mechanics
Section of JPL for treating various classes of problems in the field of struc-
tural dynamics. The specific problem dealt with in this document is the pre-
diction of the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory (OAO A-2) spacecraft
structural response to be expected during Atlas booster engine cutoff (BECO).
The analyses documented in this report closely parallel the torsion anal-
yses performed by JPL for GSFC on the Orbiting Geophysical Observatory
(OGO-E) space vehicle, described in Ref. 1.
'^'
II. NORMAL MODE ANALYSIS
A.	 Input Data
Input data for the normal mode analysis were obtained from two sources:
(1) The CIAO A-2 spacecraft model was supplied to JPL by GSFC. (2) The
model for the launch vehicle system consisting of the General Dynamics Convair
Division (GD/C) Atlas/Centaur SLV-3C data, including the nose fairing, was
supplied to JPL by GD/C, San Diego, California,
1.	 The OAO A-2 Spacecraft. A reduced structural model for the OAO A-2
spacecraft was used in this analysis. The torsional model consisted of nine
mass points and eight spring elements connecting these points. The data for
1 GSFC letter, File No. 6234, dated October 4, 1968, to Dr.. W. H. Pickering,








this lumped parameter model, revised as of July 30, 1968, consisted of nine
inertia values, eight torsional compliances, and the associated Grumman
Aircraft Engineering Company (GAEL) vehicle station numbers. The space-
cra;'t is modeled by one major torsion branch beam made up of eight inertia
elements and a branch beam consisting of one element. The branch attaches
to the main beam through an infinitely stiff spring. The spacecraft model ter-
minates in a mass point at GAEC spacecraft station number 174, 0, GD/C
vehicle station number 31. 0. The spacecraft model data were transmitted to
JPL as an enclosure to the GSFC request letter.
Within the overall launch vehicle system the spacecraft is represented by
joints 10 through 17 avid joint 39; see JPL Documentation Codes, Fig. A-1. All
pertinent spacecraft data are given in Appendix A.
2. The Atlas /Centaur Launch Vehicle. The data describing the Atlas /
Centaur SLV-3C launch vehicle,	 including the nose fairing and an OAO space-
craft model, were transmitted to JPL via Ref, 2.
The launch vehicle model description consists of a lumped parameter
representation of the Atlas /Centaur vehicle including the nose fairing and the
OAO spacecraft. The OAO spacecraft representation was compatible in format
with the OAO A-2 model received from GSFC. The numerical values for this
spacecraft model were obtained by GD/C from a GSFC correspondence dated
Atiigust 22, 1967.
The launch vehicle data are similar to the data used by JPL in the torsion
analysis of the Surveyor space vehicle, described in Ref. 3. GD/C has modi-
fied these data by:
(1) Replacing the Surveyor payload, nose fairing, and adapters with
the OAO payload configuration, nose fairing, and adapters.
(2) Adding new sustainer tank data to reflect the 51 in, extension of the
SLV-3C vehicle.
B.	 Data Processing
1.	 Data Modification. The composite vehicle data of Ref. 2 were updated







The OAO spacecraft model contains a stiffness element of zero compliance,
connecting joints 14 and 63, Appendix A, JPL Documentation Codes, Fig. A- 1.
An infinitely stiff spring is not acceptable for computational purposes. A spring
constant of 1 x 10 12
 in. -lb/in. was used in the mathematical model for the ele-
ment connecting joint 14 to joint 63. This element is stiffer than any other
element in (1) the spacecraft model by more than two orders of magnitude and
(2) the composite vehicle model by more than one order of magnitude. The
adequacy of this modeling is justified by the modal deflections of joint 14 and
joint 63 as shown in Table B-1, Appendix; B.
2.	 The Composite Vehicle. All pertinent data of the composite vehicle
are given in Appendix A. In the processing of the composite vehicle data to obtain
normal modes, the vehicle was first divided into two parts at GD/C station
685.0. The cantilevered normal modes of each part of the vehicle were
obtained using the stiffness matrix structural analysis program, Ref. 4.
The two parts of the composite vehicle were then combined to obtain the
overall vehicle normal -nodes using the modal combination program, Ref. 5.
Thirty normal modes of the upper half and 20 normal modes of the lower half
were retained in this analysis.
C.	 Free-Free Torsional Modes
Appendix B (_ontains plots of the first 19 free-free normal modes of the
composite vehicle as well as other pertinent modal data in tabular form.
For theto ip tt ng of mode shapes, the Atlas booster engine modal partacz-
pation is represented by the angle
(n) _ ^(n) + 0. 5725 ep (n)	 ^ (r) + 0.4273 , (n) - ^ (n)	 (1)^'B	 59	 60 - 59
	 61	 59
where
^B)	 is the booster engine modal participation in the n th mode.
0 59) '




The Centaur engine modal participation is represented by the angle








'30' 031 are the modal participations of joints 30 and 31, respectively.
The mathematical representation of the Atlas and Centaur engines and the
derivations of equations (1) and (2) are described in Ref. 3.
Examination of the mode shape plots of Appendix B shows a slight dis-
continuity of the curvature at GD/C station 685. 0. This discontinuity is the
result of the method of analysis, where the cantilever normal modes of two
parts of the vehicle are used to obtain free-free normal modes.
The modal deflections for ,joints within the OAO A-•2 spacecraft listed in
Table B- 1 (Appendix B) are those required for the response analysis requested
by G5FC. In order to represent the torque time history clearly, assume the
following indicial notation:
z
Joint 10	 =	 JT(1),	 Joint 11 =	 JT(2 ),	 Joint 12	 =	 JT(3 ),
Joint 13	 =	 JT(4),	 Joint 63 =	 JT(5),	 Joint 14	 =	 JT(6),
Joint 15	 =	 JT(7),	 Joint 16 =	 JT(8),	 Joint 17	 =	 JT(9).
The computation of the torque time history just below each joint within the
OAO A-2 spacecraft requires the evaluation of the following quantity
K	 ,
T(K)T 	 =	 I	 U
n	 JT(1) JT(fln	 (3)
,^ =1
whe re
T JT(K) _ Modaluantit used to compute torque res ponse
n
q	 y	 p	 q	  where the super-
script K refers to the point number at which the torque is to be com-
puted and the subscript n refers to the n th normal mode.
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IJT(Q)	 - Moment of inertia, lb-in. -sec 2 , of the JT(Q) th
 joint.
UJT(f)n - The nth mode shape at joint JT(,) in the overall launch vehicle
free-free mode.
The summation in equation (3) is to be interpreted such that all joints JT(R) are
included affecting the torque at joint JT(R).
For example, if
Tn4 [= rJT(6)J
is required for the computation of the torque time history just below joint 14,
Fig. A-1, JPL Documentation Codes, equation (3) is interpreted as the following
expression.
T n4 - TnT(6) - I 10 U l0.n + I11 U lln + I12 U 12n + I 13 U 13n + 163 U63n. + I14U14n (4)
-niR
Values of Tn'' t	 for the joints at which torque time histories within the OAO
A-2 spacecraft were requested by GSFC are listed in Table B-2, Appendix B.
III. RESPONSE ANALYSES
A.	 Method
The method used to compute the response of the spacecraft at booster
engine cutoff (BECO) is indicated in the JPL Technical Memorandum 33-350,
(Ref. 6), modified to accommodate certain types of responses. Two types of
responses were required:
(1) Responses of angular acceleration versus time at each gridpoint.








Item 1 is readily computed by the digital program of Ref. 6, :tor which
4P	 is identical to U TT (^ )n.
Item 2 requires a slight modification in the interpretation of equation (8)
of Ref. 6 in order to use the same p rogram as indicated below.
Using the same notation in torque computation as used in Section II-C,
the computation of the torque T JT(K) TJT(K)(t) at a joint JT(K) is the sum of
the inertia torques due to the elements of inertia I ` T(f) , 2 = 1, 2, ... K, of
each mass point 2 of the spacecraft model (cantilever normal mode of space-
craft) about the longitudinal axis above the joint JT(K).












(N = 20)	 (5)
where
6JT(2) = The angular rotation at mass point





= The nth generalized 	coordinate.
The total torque at joint JT(K) is
	
K	 N


















K = 1, 2, ... M




T JT(K) =	 I	 U.n	 JT(Q) ,fT(Q)n
R=1






Taking the Fourier transform of TJT(K) and using equation (5) of Ref. 6 we
finally obtain
N CDTJT(K)
r,JT(K)(w) _ F(w) ^ 2n 
m	
21
n 0	 n	 1- wn - 2i w n
w	 n w










used in the computation of the torque is indicated in Appendix B.
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The time history f the angular acceleration at the Ranger adapter wasY	 g	 g	 P
obtained during the Ranger flight, Ranger VI through IX, at booster engine cut-
off (Ref. 7). It was assumed that this acceleration was due to the transient
torque applied at the gimbal blocks of the Atlas engine at BECO. The Fourier
transforms of the gimbal torque for the Ranger flights were obtained as indica-
ted in Ref. 7, and used as input data for the OAO. Figures C-1 through C-12
(in Appendix C) display the four gimbal torque Fourier transforms and gimbal
torque time histories.
C. Normal Modes
In addition to the rigid body mode, the first 19 elastic free-free normal
modes covering a frequency range from 11. 59 to 132. 08 cps were retained to 1




A modal damping of 3 percent critical ( = C/C c ) was used for all modes





The time histories of the responses were computed together with their	 -
Fourier transforms. In addition, the vehicle transfer function at each joint was
also computed. Peak responses were noted and are indicated in Tables 1 and 2.
Time histories and Fourier transforms are shown in Figs. C-13 through C-263
in Appendix C.
Examination of the peak acceleration responses in Tables 1 and 2 for
joint 14 and joint 63 show some differences between the two. Since these two
joints were to be connected by an infinitely stiff spring element, their acceler-
atioil responses should be identical. The differences are attributed to the type
of mathematical model used as discussed in Section II, B-1. The differential
modal deflection across the spring connecting the two points in question is 	 _t
a
- 8 -
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Table 1. Acceleration responses for 3% modal
damping (RA-6, 7, 8, 9 data input)
Location Excitation Peak acceleration
rad/sec2




Joint 11 Pulse 1 7.78
Pulse 2 7.78
Pulse 3 9.65
Pulse 4 7. 33
Joint 12 Pulse 1 4.34
Pulse 2 3. 95
Pulse 3 12. 59
Pulse 4 4.41








Joint 14 Pulse 1 8.61
Pulse 2 7.24
Pulse 3 11. 92
Pulse 4 6.49
Joint 15 Pulse 1 10.22
Pulse 2 7.47
Pulse 3 12. 72
Pulse 4 6.73
Joint 16 Pulse 1 13.53
Pulse 2 6. 97
Pulse 3 17.12
Pulse 4 7. 10
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Table 2. Torque responses for 3% modal
damping (RA-6, 7, 8, 9 data input)
Location Excitation Peak torquelb - in.




Joint 11 Pulse 1 18971
Pulse 2 17914
Pulse 3 26274
Puts e 4 16656












Joint 14 Pulse 1 19976
Pulse 2 13891
Pu', s e 3 45400
Pulse 4 18234




Joint 16 Pulse 1 44551
Pulse 2 23576
Puls e 3 44243
Pulse 4 33837






negligible for most modes, as shown in Table B-1, Appendix B. Small
differences; in modal deflection are, however, apparently magnified in the
response solution.
For design purposes the larger of the two numbers should be used.
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Fig. A-1. Mathematical model of the Atlas/Centaur/OAO
A-2 space vehicle
A-1
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Fig. A-2. Atlas /Centaur/OAO A-2 torsion model - joint coordinates
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JOINT A JOINT B K, IN-LB/RADIAN
1 2 1.0	 E 08
2 3 3.0	 E 083 4 7.0
	 E 08
4 5 1.3	 E 09
5 6 1.5




8 9 1.65	 E 10
10 11 5.076	 E 0811 12 4.237	 E 08
12 13 4.505	 E 08
13 14 6.135
	 E 08
14 15 1.042	 E 09
15 16 3.125	 E 08
16 17 1.919	 E 0817 18 4.0
	 E 09
18 19 6.0	 E 09
9 19 1.0
	 E 10







	 E 0924 25 6.66
	 E 09
25 26 6.66	 E 09
26 27 8,64	 E 09
27 28 3.17	 E 1028 29 8.50
	 E 09
29 30 1.30	 E 0930 31 4.59	 E 06
27 32 7.68	 E 0932 33 9.43	 E 09
33 34 9.43	 E 09
34 35 9.43	 E 0935 36 1.8	 E 10
35 37 9.43	 E 09
37 38 3.17	 E 09
38 39 4.63	 E 09
39 40 4.87	 E 09
40 41 5.05	 E 09
41 42 1.13
	 E 1042 43 1.24	 E 10
43 44 2.04	 E 10
44 45 1.10
	 E 10
45 46 7.80	 E 09
46 47 7.30
	 E 0947 48 9.75
	 E 0948 49 1.24	 E 10
49 50 3.02	 E 10
50 51 6.0	 E 10
51 52 1.4
	 [ 1052 53 7.01	 E 0953 54 1.4	 E 0954 55 1.4	 E 0955 56 1.4	 E 0950 57 3.13

























JOINT INERTIA, POUND INCHES SQUARED
1 6.0	 E 04
2 A. 0	 E 05
3 5.0	 E 05
4 1.3	 E 06
5 1,5	 E 06
6 1.5	 E 06
7 1.5
	 E 06
8 4.55	 E 05
9 4.55	 E 05
10 2.827	 E 05
11 5.361	 E 05
12 9.332
	 E 05





16 5.684	 E 05
17 7.40
	 E 04
18 8.9	 E 04
19 4.88	 E 05







24 1.78	 E 06
25 8.87	 E 06
26 1.46
	 E 06
27 3.03	 E 06
28 2.543	 E 05







33 2.35	 E 06
34 4.34	 E 05
35 5.22
	 E 05
36 3.54	 E 05







41 3.08	 E 05
42 5.46	 E 05
43 3.22	 E 05
44 6.36	 E 05
45 6.5	 E 05
46 3.46	 E 06
47 4.85	 E 06
48 ?-26
	 E 06
49 2.36	 E 06
50 5.79	 E 05
51 5.62	 E 05





55 2, 69	 E 05
56 4.48	 E 05
57 2.83	 E 06
58 4.51	 E 06
59 7.92	 E 06
60 4.09	 E 06
61 3.05
	 E 06
62 5.22	 E 06
63 1.72
	 E 05













FREE-FREE TORSIONAL MODES FOR THE OAO A-2
SPACE VEHICLE
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Fig. B-1. Atlas/ Centaur / OAO torsion mode shape
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Fig. B-2.  Atlas / Centaur/ OAO torsion mode shape
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Fig. B-3. Atlas/ Centaur/ OAO torsion mode shape
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Fig. B-4. Atlas/ Centaur / OAO torsion mode shape
Mode No. 4 Freq. = 0.2437E 02 cps
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Fig. B-5.  Atlas / Centaur/0A0 torsion mode shape
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Fig. B-6. Atlas/ Centaur/ OAO torsion mode shape
Mode No. 6 Freq. = 0. 5147E 02 cps
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Fig. B-7. Atlas / Centaur / OAO torsion mode shape
Mode No. 7 Freq. = 0. 5233E 02 caps
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Fig. B-8. Atla p /Centaur/OAO torsion mode shape
Mode No. 8 Freq. = 0. 5607E 02 cps
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Fig. B-9. Atlas/ Centaur/ OAO torsion mode shape
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Fig. B-10. Atlas/ Centaur/ OAO torsion mode shape
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Fig. B-11. Atlas/ Centaur/ OAO torsion anode shape
Mode No. 11 Freq. = 0.7987E 02 cps
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Fig. B-12. Atlas/ Centaur / OAO torsion mode shape
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Fig. B-13. Atlas/ Centaur/ GAO torsion mode shape
Mode No. 13 Frei. = 0. 8657E 02 cps
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Pio. B-14. Atlas/ Centaur/ OAO torsion :node shape
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Fig. B-15. Atlas/ Centaur/ OAO torsion mode shape
Mode No. 15 Freq. = 0. 1031E 03 cps
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Fig. B-16. Atlas/ Centaur/ OAO torsion mode "shape
Mode No. 16 Freq. = 0. 1091E 03 cps
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Fig. B-17. Atlas/ Centaur/ OAO torsion mode shape
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Fig. B-18. Atlas/ Centaur / OAO torsion mode shape
Mode No. 18 Freq. = 0. 1272E 03 cps
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Fig. B-19. Atlas/ Ces-, , ^tur / OAO torsion mode shape
Mode No. 19 Freq. = 0. 1321E 03 cps
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Fig. C-2. RA-6 gimbal torque, Fourier transform, modulus (pulse 1)
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MODULUS OF F(F) (LB—IN—SEC) vs FREQUENCY (CYCLES/SEC)
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Fig. C-5. RA-7 gimbal torque, Fourier transform, modulus (pulse 2)
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Fig. C-8. RA-8 gimbal torque, Fourier transform, modulus (pulse 3)
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Fig. C-10. RA-9 gimbal torque, time history (pulse 4)
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MODULUS OF F(F) (LB—IN—SEC) vs FREQUENCY (CYCLES/SEC)
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Fig. C-11. RA-9 gimbal torque, Fourier transform, modulus (pulse 4)
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Fig. C-12. RA-9 gimbal torque, Fourier transform, phase angle (pulse 4)
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Fig. C-13. Joint 10, acceleration transfer function, Fourier transform,
modulus
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MODULUS OF V2(F) (RAD/SEC) vs FREQUENCY (CYCLES/SEC)
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Fig. C-16. Joint 10, acceleration response, Fourier transform,
phase angle (pulse 1)
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Fig. C-17. Joint 10, acceleration response, time history (pulse 1)
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MODULUS OF V2(F) (RAD/SEC) vs FREQUENCY (CYCLES/SEC)





Fig. C-18. Joint 10, acceleration response, Fourier transform,
modulus (pulse 2)
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Fig. C-19. Joint 10, acceleration response, Fourier transform,
phase angle (pulse 2)
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MODULUS OF V2(F) (RAD/SEC) vs FREQUENCY (CYCLES/SEC)
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Fig. C-22. Joint 10, acceleration response, Fourier transform,
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Fig. C-25. Joint 10, acceleration response, Fourier transform,
phase angle (pulse 4)
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MODULUS H T(F) vs FREQUENCY (CYCLES/SEC)
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Fig. C-28. Joint 10 9
 torque transfer function, Fourier transform, phase angle
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Fig. C-29. Joint 10, torque response, Fourier transform,
modulus (pulse 1)
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Fig. C-30. Joint 10, torque response, Fourier transform,
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Fig. C-33. Joint 10, torque res.:-)onse, Fourier transform,























T, O(T) (LB—IN) vs TIME (SEC)




Fig. C-34. Joint 10, torque response, time history (pulse 2)
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Fig. C-36. Joint 10, torque response, Fourier transform,
phase angle (pulse 3)
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Fig. C-39. Joint 10, torque response, Fourier transform,

























Fig. C-40. Joint 10, torque response, time history (pulse 4)
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Fig. C-41. Joint 11, acceleration transfer function, Fourier transform,
modulus
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Fig. C-42. Joint 11, acceleration transfer function, Fourier transform,
phase angle
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Fig. C-44. Joint 11, accelerate,)n response, Fourier transform,
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U2(T) (RAD/SEC 2 ) vs TIME (SEC)
Fig. C-45. Joint 11, acceleration response, time history (pulse 1)
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Fig. C-46. Joint 11, acceleration response, Fourier transform,
modulus (pulse 2)
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Fig. C-47. Joint 11, acceleration response, Fourier transform,
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Fig. C-50. Joint 11, acceleration response, Fourier transform,


















U2(T) (RAD/SEC2 ) vs TIME (SEC)




Fig. C-51. Joint 11, acceleration response, time history (pulse 3)
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Fig. C-53. Joint 11, acceleration response, Fourier transform,
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U2(T) (RAD/SEC2 ) vs TIME (SEC)
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Fig. C-54. Joint 11, acceleration response, time history (pulse 4)
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Fig. C-56. Joint 11, torque transfer function, Fourier transform, phase angle
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Fig. C-58. Joint 11, torque response, Fourier transform,
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Fig. C-61. Joint 11, torque response, Fourier transform,
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Fig. C-64. Joint 11, torque response, Fourier transform,
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Fig. C-67. Joint 11, torque response, Fourier transform,
phase angle (pulse 4)
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Fig. C-71. Joint 12, acceleration response, Fourier transform,
modulus (pulse 1)
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Fig. C-72. Joint 12 1 acceleration response, Fourier transform,
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Fig. C-75. Joint 12, acceleration response, Fourier transform,
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Fig. C-78. Joint 12, acceleration response, Fourier transform,
phase angle (pulse 3)
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Fig. C-79. Joint 12, acceleration response, time history (pulse 3)
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MODULUS OF V2(F) (RAD/SEC) vs FREQUENCY (CYCLES/SEC)
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Fig. C-80. Joint 12, acceleration response, Fourier transform,
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Fig. C-81. Joint 12, acceleration response, Fourier transform,
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Fig. C-83. Joint 12, torque transfer function, Fourier transform, modulus
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Fig. C-86. Joint 12, torque response function, Fourier transform,
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Fig. C-89. Joint 12, torque response function, Fourier transform,
phase angle (pulse 2)
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Fig. C-92. Joint 12, torque response function, Fourier transform,
phase angle (pulse 3)
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Fig. C-93. Joint 12, torque re • ,pc:nse, time history (pulse 3)
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MODULUS OF FT (F) (LB—IN—SEC) vs FREQUENCY (CYCLES/SEC)




Fig. C-94. Joint 12, torque response function, Fourier transform,
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Fig. C-95. Joint 12, torque response function, Fourier transform,
phase angle (pulse 4)
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Fig. C-100. Joint 13, acceleration response, Fourier transform,
phase angle (pulse 1)
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Fig. C-103. Joint 13, acceleration response, Fourier transform,
phase angle (pulse 2)
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Fig. C-106. Joint 13, acceleration response, Fourier transform,
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Fig. C-109. Joint 13, acceleration response, Fourier transform,
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U2(T) (RAD/SEC2 ) vs TIME (SEC)
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Fig. C-114. Joint 13, torque response function, Fourier transform,
phase angle (pulse 1)
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Fig. C-117. Joint 13, torque response function, Fourier transform,
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Fig. C-118. Joint 13, torque response, time history (pulse 2)
C-118
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Fig. C-120. Joint 13, torque response function, Fourier transform,
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T 13 (T) (LB—IN) vs TIME (SEC)
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MODULUS OF FT (F) (LB—IN—SEC) vs FREQUENCY (CYCLES/SEC)





Fig. C-122. Joint 13, torque response function, Fourier transform,
modulus (pulse 4)
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Fig. C-123. Joint 13, torque response function, Fourier transform,
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Fig. C-124. Joint 13, torque response, time history (pulse 4)
C-124
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. C-126. Joint 63, transfer function, Fourier transform, phase angle
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Fig. C-128. Joint 63, acceleration response, Fourier transform,
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MODULUS OF V2(F) (RAD/SEC) vs FREQUENCY (CYCLES/SEC)
Fig. C-130. Joint 63, acceleration response, Fourier transfor- i,
irs.odulus (pulse 2)
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Fig. C-131. Joint 63, acceleration response, Fourier transform,
phase angle (pulse 2)
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Fig. C-132. Joint 63, acceleration response, time history (pulse 2)
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Fig. C-134. Joint 63, acceleration response, Fourier transform,
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Fig. C- 137. Joint 63, acceleration response, Fourier transform,
phase angle (pulse 4)
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Fig. C- 138. Joint 63, acceleration response, tine history (pulse 4)
C- 138
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Fig. C- 140. Joint 63, torque transfer function, Fourier
transform, phase angle
C-140
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Fig. C- 141. Joint 63, torque response function, Fourier
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Fig. IC-142.  Joint 63, torque response function, Fourier
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Fig. C- 144. Joint 63, torque response function, Fourier
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Fig. C- 143. Joint 63, torque response function, Fouriar
transform, phase angle (pulse 2)
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Fig. C- 147. Joint 63, torque response function, Fourier
transform, mc.,:• lulus (pulse 3)
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Fig. C- 148. Joint 63, torque response function, Fourier
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Fig. C- 149. Joint 63, torque response, time history (pulse 3)
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MODULUS OF FT (F) (LB—IN—SEC) vs FREQUENCY (CYCLES/SEC)
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Fig. C- 150. Joint 63, torque response function, Fourier
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Fig. C- 151. Joint 63, torque response function, Fourier
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Fig. C-155. Joint 14, acceleration response, Fourier
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Fig. C-156. Joint 14, acceleration response, Fourier
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U2(T) (RAD/SEC2 ) vs TIME (SEC)
Fig. C-157. Joint 14, acceleration response, time history (pulse 1)
C-157
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Fig. C-158. Joint 14, acceleration response, Fourier
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Fig. C-159. Joint 14, acceleration response, Fourier
transform, phase angle (pulse 2)
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Fig. C-162. Joint 14, acceleration response, Fourier transform,
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Fig. C-163. Joint 14, acceleration --ponse, time history (pulse 3)
C-163     
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MODULUS OF V2(F) (RAD/SEC) vs FREQUENCY (CYCLES/SEC) 	 1
Fig. C-164. Joint 14, acceleration response, Fourier transform,
modulus (pulse 4)
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Fig. C-165. Joint 14 0
 acceleration response, Fourier transform,
phase angle (pulse 4)
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Fig. C - 166. Joint 14, acceleration response, time history (pulse 4)
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Fig. C-167. Joint 14, torque transfer function, Fourier transform, modulus
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Fig. C-168. Joint 14, torque transfer function, Fourier transform, phase angle
C-168
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Fig. C-170. Joint 14, torque response, Fourier transform,
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T 14 (T) (LB—IN) vs TIME (SEC)
Fig. C-171. Joint 14, torque response, time history (pulse 1)
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Fig. C-173. Joint 14, torque response, Fourier transform,
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Fig. C-176. Joint 14, torque response, Fourier transform,
phase angle (pulse 3)
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Fig. C-177. Joint 14, torque response, time history (pulse 3)
C-177
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Fig. C-179. Joint 14, torque response, Fourier transform,
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Fig. C-180. Joint 14, torque response, time history (pulse 4)
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Fig. C-181. Joint 15 p
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MODULUS OF V2(F) (RAD/SEC) vs FREQUENCY (CYCLES/SEC)
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Fig. C-184. Joint 15, acceleration response, Fourier transform,
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Fig. C-187. Joint 15, acceleration response, Fourier transform,
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Fig. C-189. Joint 15, acceleration response, Fourier transform,
modulus (pulse 3)
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Fig. C-190. Joint 15, acceleration response, Fourier transform,
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Fig. C-191. Joint 15, a .celeration response, time history (pulse 3)
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Fig. C-192. Joint 15, acceleration response, Fourier transform,
modulus (pulse 4)
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Fig. C-193. Joint 15, acceleration response, Fourier transform,
phase angle (pulse 4)
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Fig. C-194. Joint 15, acceleration response, time history (pulse 4)
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Fig. C-198. Joint 15, torque response function, Fourier transform,
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Fig. C-201. Joint 15, torque response function, Fourier transform
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Fig. C-204. Joint 15, torque response function, Fourier transform,
phase angle (pulse 3)
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Fig. C-205. Joint 15, torque re.
, i;f,;nse, time history (pulse 3)
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Fig. C-207. Joint 15, torque response function, Fourier transform,
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Fig. C-208. Joint 15, torque response, time history (pulse 4)
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Fig. C-210. Joint 16, acceleration transfer function,
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Fig. C-212. Joint 16, acceleration response, Fourier transform,
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Fig. C-213. Joint 16, acceleration response, time history (pulse 1)
C-213
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Fig. C-216. Joint 16, acceleration response, tirne history (pulse 2)
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Fig. C-217. Joint 16, acceleration response, Fourier transform,
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Fig. C-218. Joint 16, acceleration response, Fourier transform.,
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Fig. C-219• Joint 16, acceleration response, time history (pulse 3)
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Fig. C-220. Joint 16, acceleration response, Fourier transform,
modulus (pulse 4)
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Fig. C-221. Joint 16, acceleration response, Fourier transform,
phase angle (pulse 4)
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Fig. C-223. Joint 16, torque transfer function, Fourier transform, modulus
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Fig. C-226. Joint 16, torque response fu);ction, Fourier transform,
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Fig. C-228. Joint 16, torque response function, Fourier transform,
modulus (pulse 2)
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Fig. C-229. Joint 16, torque response function, Fourier transform,
phase angle (pulse 2)
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Fig. C-230. Joint 16, torque response, time history (pulse 2)
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Fig. C-232. Joint 16, torque response function, Fourier transform,
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Fig. C-233. Joint 16, torque -r^sponse, time history (pulse 3)
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Fig. C-234. Joint 16, torque response function, Fourier transform,
modulus (pulse 4)
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Fig. C-235. Joint 16, torque response function, Fourier transform,
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Fig. C-236. Joint 16, torque response, time history (pulse 4)
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Fig. C-237. Joint 16, acceleration transfer function,
Fourier transform, modulus
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Fig. C-238. Joint 17, acceleration transfer function,
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MODULUS OF V2(F) (RAD/SEC) vs FREQUENCY (CYCLES/SEC)
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Fig. C-239. Joint I7, acceleration response, Fourier transform,
modulus (pulse 1)
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Fig. C-240. Joint 17, acceleration response, Fourier transform,
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Fig. C-243. Joint 17, acceleration response, Fourier transform,
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Fig. C-244. Joint 17, acceleration response, time history (pulse 2)
C-244
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Fig. C-246. Joint 17, acceleration response, Fourier transform,
phase angle (pulse 3)
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Fig. C-247. Joint 17, acceleration response, time history (pulse 3)
C-247
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Fig. C-248. Joint 17, acceleration response, Fourier transform,
modulus (pulse 4)
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Fig. C-249, Joint 17, acceleration response, Fourier transform,
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Fig. C-254. Joint 17, torque response, Fourier transform,
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Fig. C-255. Joint 17, torque response, time history (pulse 1)
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Fig. C-257. Joint 17, torque response, Fourier transform,
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Fig. C-258. Joint 17, torque response, time history (pulse 2)
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Fig. C-259. Joint 17, torque response, Fourier transform,
modulus (pulse 3)
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Fig. C-260. Joint 17, torque response, Fourier transform,
phase angle (pulse 4)
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MODULUS OF FT (F) (LB—IN—SEC) vs FREQUENCY (CYCLES/SEC)
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Fig. C-263. Joint 17, torque response, Fourier transform,
phase angle (pulse 4)
C-263
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